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The Bathroom Furniture Co. by Burbidge
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Since 1867 we’ve been working with 
timber shaping it, carving it and crafting it 
into things of beauty. Your new bathroom 
couldn’t be in more expert hands.

This collection represents our esteemed background in manufacture and the 
undeniable spirit of innovation, that has kept us as at the forefront of quality 
furniture design for the home. 

The two collections; free-standing and modular have been carefully compiled to 
ensure we offer designs to suit all styles and lifestyles. The free-standing collection 
boasts sophisticated timeless design, combined with luxurious timbers and 
sumptuous paint finishes that are skilfully hand-finished in our UK workshop.  
The premium quality lacquered finish of the modular collection is entirely modern, 
produced using the very latest technology and finishing techniques, ensuring style 
is coupled with quality and durability.

We say that the difference is in the detail by this we mean that every detail, 
however small is considered and the optimal solution chosen. As you peruse this 
brochure, we are confident you will notice the difference that our details can add  
to your bathroom design, from the delicate wood-grain figuring of the painted 
range and the authentic butt hinges to the neat angled end panels, that create such 
sleek styling.  

With such a vast choice of cabinets, design configurations and colour options the 
Bathroom Furniture Collection can be designed into any bathroom environment  
and will provide you with the design you deserve.

The Bathroom Furniture Co. by Burbidge
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Transform your bathing space into a tranquil retreat with Tetbury, 
the beautiful free-standing collection.

Available in a wide range of sizes and styles, with a choice of natural oak or one of twenty five stunning painted colours, your furniture can 
make a luxurious statement that reflects your individual sense of design and taste.

The Free-standing Collection

Natural Oak White Chalk French Grey Soft Grey

Standard Colours
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The warm earthy tones of Natural Oak bring a serene feel to any 
room and can work beautifully in the bathroom. The delightful 
elegance of the Tetbury door style is complimented with delicate 
wood grain patterning and organic tone variation, creating a 
unique sense of character to your furniture.

Tetbury Natural Oak

1
2

1 This delightful corner unit is superbly practical – its design works brilliantly in 
downstairs cloakrooms or small bathrooms, where space is often at a premium – 
affording usable and stylish storage.

2 The natural oak finish is available in all unit sizes, please see page 36 for  
unit options.
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Tetbury Painted Soft Grey

3
21

1 Create a fitted look using a standard filler panel and hide any unattractive pipework.

2 The in-frame styling and intricate door design are accentuated in the painted finish, 
delicately revealing the wood grain patterning, so desirable in timber furniture.

3 For a harmonious feel to your bathroom, introduce matching bath panels  
which feature the same exquisite panel detailing.

Elegant and contemporary, the soft grey painted finish  
will give your bathroom timeless appeal.
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Elegant and contemporary, the soft grey painted finish  
will give your bathroom timeless appeal.
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1
2 3

4

1 A co-ordinating mirror cabinet completes the look.

2 Shown here as a free-standing piece of furniture for a contemporary feel to your bathroom.

3 A neat w.c. unit provides a discreet enclosure for unsightly pipework and ensures your 
bathroom design remains true to its theme

4 Clever finishing touches such as decorative finials are fitted along with soft close  
Blum hinges creating a sense of authenticity, without compromising on the need for 
modern functionality.
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Tetbury Painted White

The stunning design of Tetbury demonstrates how a delicate colour palette mixed with quality materials and beautiful design produces a 
spectacular bathroom environment.
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Tetbury Painted Chalk

43

1

2

1 Hidden assets – beautifully crafted dovetail oak drawers, with Blum soft close as standard, 
provide a warm contrast to painted drawer fronts and an undeniable luxury feel.

2 A wide range of cabinets are available in the free-standing collection. To view the entire 
range please see page 36.

3 For the ultimate in boutique bathroom design opt for this impressive cabinet which 
features doors as well as two spacious drawers. This statement-making piece will provide  
a lifetime of pleasure as well as being an entirely practical storage space.

4 The tall boy has two good sized cupboards with a central open unit for display.  
This substantial piece of furniture provides practical storage for all those essential 
toiletries, whilst its shallow profile takes up minimal floor space, crucial in  
bathroom planning.
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Create luxurious spa-like living with the 
opulent styling of Tetbury
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Tetbury Painted French Grey

The classic design of Tetbury is splendidly elegant and absolutely on-trend in this French Grey painted finish. Available in a palette of 
twenty five stunning paint finishes as well as Natural Oak, the free-standing furniture collection offers inspiring ways to bring your 
bathroom scheme to life.
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Tetbury Painted French Grey

3

2
1 If you’ve a passion for detail the possible variations to the Tetbury design will be key; freestanding, 

fitted or with a decorative skirting are all options that can dramatically alter the appearance and  
help you create an individual look.

2 Elegant handles complete the cabinets, see page 35 for handle options.

3 A high quality, British manufactured ceramic basin co-ordinates with the 660mm wide vanity cabinet.

1
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Frost Gooseberry Mussel Sage Maize

Mist Cornflower Blue Celadon Slate Oxford Blue

Putty Cashmere Hessian Jute Aubergine

French Grey* Lead Soft Grey* Cement Charcoal

White* Bone Chalk* Alabaster Ivory
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Five beautiful 
standard finishes  
in classic 
bathroom shades.

The Palette

The Tetbury collection is available in Natural Oak and a choice of  
25 stunning painted colours ranging from the tranquil tones of 
Chalk and Gooseberry through to the rich shades of Jute and Slate.

With such a wide choice of colours available we can bring your ideas to life and enable you to create a bathroom that reflects your 
individual sense of design and taste.

* Standard finish

SOFT GREYFRENCH GREY

NAUTRAL OAK CHALKWHITE

Colour Reproduction

Due to variables between photographic and print processes, colour may vary from the actual product supplied.
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The Modular Collection

Malmö is a seriously contemporary modular range,  
developed for those craving a sleek minimal aesthetic.

Beautifully designed wall mounted furniture provides smart, integrated storage solutions that embrace the required  
comforts of a luxury bathroom. Available in a choice of six stunning lacquered finishes in both gloss and matt.

Matt White Matt Porcelain Gloss White Gloss Porcelain Gloss Cashmere Gloss Graphite

The Palette
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1 Cleverly engineered doors and end panels with angled edges, create a neat,  

sharp line at the edge of the Malmö cabinets.

1
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The Malmö range teams practicality  
with good looks, ranging from stylish 
cabinet options to arresting high gloss  
and matt finishes.

The luxurious lacquered finish of Gloss Graphite combines with the handle-less 
design of Malmö to create ultra-contemporary bathroom furniture. Gloss Graphite 
is completely on-trend and the bold, warm tones make it a superb choice for those 
who want to design a bathroom with a difference. 

Malmö is available as a one or two drawer cabinet, allowing you to opt for the style 
most suited to your needs.

Malmö Gloss Graphite
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Malmö Matt Porcelain

Whether through colour, texture or style, your bathroom  
and its design is as important as any other room.

21

1 A 750mm wide cabinet is a great choice for the standard family bathroom – providing 
ample storage for your family’s everyday essentials, without compromising the stylish 
appearance of your bathroom.

2 The contemporary neutral finish of Matt Porcelain looks effortlessly cool when 
combined with the sharp, sleek lines of this handle-less design.
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The uncomplicated styling and high quality finish of Matt Porcelain is an excellent choice for those seeking a contemporary design with  
a premium feel.
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Malmö Matt White

2 3

1 The modern simplicity of the handle-less design showcases the ultra-smooth matt finish which 
is both stylish and super functional for the bathroom environment. 

2 The modular range features smart storage solutions which will keep your towels and toiletries 
discreetly and neatly stored.

3 The slim wall mounted tall unit provides additional storage ensuring your bathroom retains the 
desirable uncluttered feel.

1
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Malmö Gloss White

1

2

1 The Malmö drawer systems are fitted with high quality Blum soft close technology as standard.  
Glass dividers within the drawers provide a neat solution to organising storage.

2 The neat edge of the angled end panels and drawers adds an attractive visual detail.
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Streamlined handle-less cabinetry teamed with a premium quality lacquered high gloss finish creates luxurious living - boutique style.
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1

2

1 Beautiful inside and out – the Malmö cabinetry affords excellent storage ensuring surrounding 
areas remain clutter free.

2 High gloss finishes are immensely popular, the rich tone of Gloss Graphite is balanced with the 
crisp white sanitary ware for show-stopping results.
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Malmö Gloss Porcelain

The Malmö collection cannot fail to capture the eye; the lacquered finish giving a flawless finish whilst angled end panels create neat sharp 
lines, so desirable in modern bathroom design. The highly reflective Gloss Porcelain option holds true urban appeal, yet as a neutral shade, 
introduces calm and tranquillity into your scheme.
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The Palette

A palette of six arresting colours, in gloss and matt offer full 
latitude in design, whether it’s crisp, cool styling or dramatic, 
statement-making style, there is a colour to suit.

Irresistible, silky smooth touch matt finishes exude sophistication whilst lustrous glossy finishes provide glamorous results, whichever your 
choice, you can be assured of quality and a lifetime of pleasure.

GLOSS WHITE

GLOSS PORCELAIN

MATT PORCELAIN

GLOSS CASHMERE

MATT WHITE

GLOSS GRAPHITE

Colour Reproduction

Due to variables between photographic and print processes, colour may vary from the actual product supplied.
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2
2

2
1

1  Each cabinet includes an anti-slip, easy clean mat, glass dividers for the neat 
organisation of essential toiletries and a useful LED drawer illuminator that is  
sensor operated (battery).

2  A choice of high quality knobs are available, selected for their aesthetic appeal 
and to ensure many years of regular use.
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The fittings – storage and handles

The secret to maximising storage is 
simple – clever internal fittings are a 
bathroom’s best friend. Choose the right 
storage and you will not only increase 
the capacity, you’ll enjoy a sense of order 
that will make your bathroom work like  
a dream.

Smart storage solutions allow for a clean uncluttered look to your bathroom, 
ensuring everyday items are neatly stored in a convenient and orderly manner.

K144

K135

K149



Semi recessed unit
CODE W H D

SR60 600mm 805mm 340mm

SR70 700mm 805mm 340mm

Vanity unit with fascia and doors
CODE W H D

VU70 700mm 805mm 450mm

Vanity unit with doors and basin*
CODE W H D

VU66B 685mm 840mm 490mm

VU66B includes unit and basin

Corner base unit
CODE W H D

CU48L/R 480mm 805mm 480mm

3 door unit*
CODE W H D

VU10 1000mm 805mm 450mm

2 door / 2 drawer unit*
CODE W H D

VU10D 1000mm 805mm 450mm

WC unit
CODE W H D

WC50 500mm 805mm 340mm

Mirror door wall unit
CODE W H D

MU50 L/R 500mm 649mm 200mm

Tall boy unit
CODE W H D

TU35L/R 350mm 1750mm 340mm

The Details
Tetbury details
n  The internal cabinets are constructed from 18mm MFC oak carcass.

n  Doors and accessories are crafted from solid timber and beautiful veneers

n  Soft close Blum hinges fitted as standard with optional decorative finials.

n  Solid oak dovetail drawer boxes.

* Decorative plinth options available for these units.
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Bath panel
CODE L H D

BP700 695mm 500mm 20mm

BP1700 1695mm 500mm 20mm

Filler and plinth
CODE W H D

FIL85 175mm 850mm 19mm

PL96 175mm 960mm 19mm

Framed mirror
CODE W H D

MR96 600mm 900mm

MR97 700mm 900mm

Malmö details
n  Units are constructed from lacquered MDF drawers and panels.

n  Drawers feature Blum soft close mechanism.

n  All drawers include anti-slip mat, glass dividers and drawer illuminator.

n  Drawers shaped to fit around pipework.

Single drawer unit
CODE W H D

M1D56 556mm 400mm 447mm

M1D60 596mm 400mm 447mm

M1D75 746mm 400mm 447mm

M1D95 946mm 400mm 447mm

M1D125 1246mm 400mm 447mm

Double drawer unit
CODE W H D

M2D56 556mm 574mm 447mm

M2D60 596mm 574mm 447mm

M2D75 746mm 574mm 447mm

M2D95 946mm 574mm 447mm

M2D125 1246mm 574mm 447mm

Tall wall unit
CODE W H D

M1TUL/R 350mm 1250mm 330mm
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